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Abstract
Background: The extent to which selection determines interspecific patterns of genetic exchange enlightens the role of
adaptation in evolution and speciation. Often reported extensive interspecific introgression could be selection-driven, but
also result from demographic processes, especially in cases of invasive species replacements, which can promote
introgression at their invasion front. Because invasion and selective sweeps similarly mold variation, population
genetics evidence for selection can only be gathered in an explicit demographic framework. The Iberian hare,
Lepus granatensis, displays in its northern range extensive mitochondrial DNA introgression from L. timidus, an
arctic/boreal species that it replaced locally after the last glacial maximum. We use whole-genome sequencing
to infer geographic and genomic patterns of nuclear introgression and fit a neutral model of species replacement
with hybridization, allowing us to evaluate how selection influenced introgression genome-wide, including for
mtDNA.
Results: Although the average nuclear and mtDNA introgression patterns contrast strongly, they fit a single
demographic model of post-glacial invasive replacement of timidus by granatensis. Outliers of elevated
introgression include several genes related to immunity, spermatogenesis, and mitochondrial metabolism.
Introgression is reduced on the X chromosome and in low recombining regions.
Conclusions: General nuclear and mtDNA patterns of introgression can be explained by purely demographic
processes. Hybrid incompatibilities and interplay between selection and recombination locally modulate levels of
nuclear introgression. Selection promoted introgression of some genes involved in conflicts, either interspecific
(parasites) or possibly cytonuclear. In the latter case, nuclear introgression could mitigate the potential negative
effects of alien mtDNA on mitochondrial metabolism and male-specific traits.
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Background
Genetic introgression between closely related species can
be a major source of adaptive variation, in addition to
standing variation and new mutation [1, 2]. Introgression
of pre-tested genetic combinations may provide important
advantages to prosper or invade some habitats [3, 4], al-
though it could also be non-adaptive if involving selfish
genetic elements or compensatory mechanisms [5–7]. An
increasing number of studies report the role of adaptive
introgression in species evolution and interactions [8–15].
There is also growing evidence for the role of introgres-
sion in promoting adaptive speciation and radiation,
including in conditions of apparent sympatry [16, 17]. The
most indisputable cases of a role for introgression in
adaptation concern genes whose function can clearly be
related to a known or presumed adaptation in the
recipient species.
Although gathering systematic and genome-wide
empirical and statistical evidence for introgression
promoted by selection is now at hand with the devel-
opment of genomics, demonstrating selection-driven
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introgression is challenging for at least two reasons. First,
one must be able to disentangle the effects of introgres-
sion from those of incomplete lineage sorting (i.e., sharing
of ancestral variation among daughter populations/spe-
cies), which is expected to be pervasive between recently
diverged taxa. Second, interpreting a pattern of introgres-
sion as driven by selection based on its geographic and
frequency patterns needs a comparison with a null, neu-
tral expectation that depends on the complex and gener-
ally unknown historic, geographic, and demographic
conditions of genetic admixture. For example, during in-
vasion of the range of a species by another with
hybridization, drift in initially small founding populations
and repeated hybridization at the invasion front may bring
variants introgressed from the resident species into the in-
vading one to high frequencies well beyond the initial con-
tact between the two interacting taxa [18, 19]. Such high
prevalence and geographic extent may thus not suffice to
invoke selection as driving introgression.
The vast majority of the reported cases of introgression
in animals involve the mitochondrial genome (mtDNA)
[20], often occurring at high frequencies over extended re-
gions [21–23]. Explanations for the apparent tendency of
mtDNA to extensively cross species boundaries include
pure demography/drift, sex-biased interspecific mating, and
very often adaptation (reviewed by Toews and Brelsford
[20]). However, the occurrence and persistence of intro-
gression during range replacements are favored by high
drift at the invasion front and low intraspecific migration
rates, preventing the dilution of introgression at the front
by subsequent migration from the non-affected source of
the geographic expansion. These two parameters can vary
across genomic regions with different modes of sex-linked
transmission if the two sexes have different migration rates.
In species where females are more philopatric than males,
the female-transmitted mitochondrial genome is expected
to be the most affected by massive introgression [18, 19,
24]. Since the mitochondrial genome is non-recombining,
it represents a single realization of the demographic pro-
cesses at play, and the patterns of sequence variation result-
ing from invasion-driven introgression are expected to
resemble those predicted following a selective sweep. Se-
quence variation of mtDNA alone is therefore unable to
provide unequivocal evidence of selection-driven introgres-
sion. In contrast, the recombining nuclear genome provides
numerous independent realizations of the processes at play;
it should be generally affected by demographic processes
alone and only locally by selective processes, thus allowing
adjustment of a neutral demographic model that can then
be applied to test mtDNA patterns. Furthermore, such
model could also be used to detect nuclear outliers, candi-
date for selection-driven introgression. The discovery that
these outliers are potentially involved in functional interac-
tions with the mitochondrial genome would provide strong
evidence for co-adaptation between the nuclear and mito-
chondrial genomes [7]. These co-introgressions could,
however, also result from compensatory introgression of
nuclear genes, mitigating the deleterious effects of
demography-driven alien mtDNA invasion (the so-called
mother’s curse [25]). In both cases, this would result from
independent cytonuclear coevolution in the two taxa,
either adaptive or in response to genetic conflicts resulting
from the different sex-linked transmission modes of the
two genomes.
In this work, we explicitly test the influence of range
replacements in determining patterns of introgression in
a natural system with geographically confined but exten-
sive mtDNA introgression, providing the opportunity to
assess the relative contributions of demographic and se-
lective processes to genetic admixture. The three species
of hares (genus Lepus) thriving in the north of the Iber-
ian Peninsula (Lepus castroviejoi, Lepus europaeus, and
Lepus granatensis) are strongly affected by mitochondrial
DNA introgression from Lepus timidus, an arctic-boreal
species now extinct in Iberia but present in the fossil
record until the last glacial maximum [26]. The Iberian
species may have replaced L. timidus in this region after
the last glacial maximum, under conditions that pro-
mote introgression during invasive replacement [27].
Several aspects of mtDNA variation in L. granatensis ap-
pear compatible with such a scenario. These include a
south–north gradient of increasing mitochondrial intro-
gression frequency [21, 28], from absent in the southern
half of the peninsula to almost fixed in some northern-
most populations, and an east–west phylogeographic
structure of mtDNA of timidus origin [29]. However, the
prevalence of this mitochondrial genome of arctic/boreal
origin in three species (fixed in L. castroviejoi and
quasi-fixed in L. europaeus and in some northern popu-
lations of L. granatensis) and its restriction to Northern
Iberia could suggest that it confers some adaptive advan-
tage corresponding to environmental conditions in this
region [29, 30]. Possible signs of competitive replace-
ment of the native mtDNA genome by the alien one
(which would be compatible with adaptive introgression)
were also proposed [27, 30]. Studies of a small number
of nuclear markers in L. granatensis suggested evidence
of south–north range expansion [31], low frequency
introgression from L. timidus, but all over the distribu-
tion area, contrarily to mtDNA [28], and geographically
widespread high frequency introgression of an X
chromosome fragment [29]. These preliminary results
draw a contrasted and incomplete picture, leaving open
the question of the relative importance of demographic
and selective factors in determining introgression into L.
granatensis, including for mtDNA.
Here, we use whole genome sequences from the two
species to infer the genomic and geographic patterns of
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nuclear introgression from L. timidus into L. granatensis.
We then simulate expectations of introgression prevalence
under a geographically explicit model of species replace-
ment and assess whether this model can reconcile the con-
trasted nuclear and mitochondrial DNA introgression
patterns. This null model was then used to identify regions
of the genome with outlying high frequencies of introgres-
sion, which could therefore be driven by selection.
Results
Sampling and genomic datasets
We sequenced the genomes of ten L. granatensis
specimens sampled over the species distribution range
in Iberia, five in the southern region not affected by
mitochondrial introgression and five along the gradi-
ent of mitochondrial introgression in the northern
half of the Peninsula (Fig. 1a). Three L. timidus
genomes, two from the Alps and one from Fenno-
scandia, were also sequenced (Fig. 1b), and one L.
americanus genome was used as outgroup for some
analyses. All sequenced specimens were females.
Using an iterative mapping approach [32], we built
a hare pseudo-reference genome using the rabbit gen-
ome as template. This procedure increased average
read mapping proportions from 92.3 to 93.6%. The
median sequencing depth was 25.9X, with a range be-
tween 22.8X and 37.4X per genome (see Additional
file 1: Table S1 for sequencing statistics and sampling
details). Broad synteny between the rabbit and hare
karyotypes is expected but some known fusions/fis-
sions exist [33] and were taken into account in our
analyses. The final dataset consisted of 46,583,958
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).
Inference and broad impact of genome-wide
introgression
Estimated mean uncorrected distance between L. grana-
tensis and L. timidus was 0.69%, and mean genome-wide
FST per site was 0.35. As expected given estimates of
effective population size [34], L. timidus was found to be
more polymorphic than L. granatensis (π = 0.0022 and
0.0014, respectively).
We inferred regions of the ten sequenced L. granaten-
sis genomes that were affected by introgression from L.
timidus. Methods aimed at detecting local ancestry in
admixed populations generally rely on the observation of
presumably pure parental populations [35–37]. However,
previous analyses of L. granatensis, although based on a
limited number of markers, had suggested that nuclear
introgression from L. timidus was present all over the
range of L. granatensis [28], so that none of the samples
sequenced here could be considered a pure L. granaten-
sis reference. We therefore used the ancestry inference
method implemented in ELAI (Efficient Local Ancestry
Inference [38]), which can accommodate such a situ-
ation. The method partitions linkage disequilibrium into
two layers corresponding to intra- and interspecific dis-
equilibrium. It is not based on an arbitrary segmentation
of the genome and is able to infer the boundaries of the
introgression tracts in the genome. When one of the
parental populations is unobserved, the method is ex-
pected to perform properly if the admixed population
has a high proportion of ancestry from this unobserved
origin, which previous results suggested for L. granaten-
sis [28]. We tested the power of the method by artifi-
cially introgressing fragments of different lengths from
L. timidus into the L. granatensis genome and found that
the power of the method is very high for large
a b c
Fig. 1 Sampling localities and demographic profiles. Geographic distribution of hare species [143] and of samples for this study in the Iberian
Peninsula (a) and Western Europe (b), and demographic profiles inferred from the sequenced genomes (c). Circles on the maps point to sampling
localities, detailed in Additional file 1: Table S1. Pie charts in a indicate the proportion of granatensis and timidus mtDNA haplotypes in these
localities (from Acevedo et al. [45]). In c, population size changes over time were inferred using PSMC; the y-axis denotes the scaled effective
population size and the x-axis the time in years before present (log-scaled), assuming a rate of 2.8 × 10− 9 substitutions per site per generation
and a generation time of 2 years. Inflection points are denoted by the gray vertical bars
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introgression tracts (50 kb; 91.2%), high for intermediate
tracts (30 kb, 71.4%), and low for small fragments (10
kb, 18.8%) (Additional file 1: Table S2). According to
ELAI-based estimates, the proportion of the genome af-
fected by introgression varied between 1.38 and 2.44%
among L. granatensis specimens (Table 1), which may
thus represent an underestimation given our power ana-
lyses and mean inferred introgression tract sizes (~ 29 kb).
Historic and geographic context of introgressive
hybridization events
The PSMC [39] profiles of the L. granatensis and L. timi-
dus individual genomes suggest at least two episodes of
population size fluctuation in both species after their di-
vergence (occurring when the two curves merge in the
past; Fig. 1c). Remarkably, population sizes of the two
species appear to vary in phase but in opposite direc-
tions, periods of expansion for one species correspond-
ing to periods of retraction for the other. The method
was, however, unable to reliably infer demography in the
recent past, since the last glacial maximum.
The partitioning of L. granatensis diversity assessed with
a principal component analysis (PCA) from a subset of in-
dependent SNPs and including L. timidus revealed differ-
entiation on the first two axes (Fig. 2a) that, in both cases,
correlated with distance to the southernmost sample
(Spearman’s rank correlation test p value < 0.05; Fig. 2b),
located at the inferred origin of expansion of the species
in southwest Iberia [31]. Since the first axis discriminates
the two species, the spread of L. granatensis along this axis
likely corresponds to a gradient of introgression by L.
timidus. Accordingly, when the analysis is performed with
L. americanus instead of L. timidus, the significant intra-
specific geographic gradient of differentiation along the
species-discriminating axis is lost (Fig. 2c, d). The geo-
graphic differentiation along the second axis appears inde-
pendent of introgression, as it remains significant whether
polarizing the PCA with L. timidus or L. americanus. The
similar geographic patterns along the two axes in the PCA
with L. timidus (Fig. 2a, b) are striking and must result
from the same demographic process. This is likely the
range expansion of L. granatensis from southwest Iberia
previously inferred [31], based on a much more limited
number of markers (100 SNPs) but a much larger
species-wide sample.
We also inferred that genomic proportions of intro-
gression per individual significantly increase towards
the north, with distance to the origin of the range
expansion (Spearman’s rank correlation test p value =
0.00086; Fig. 3a). Introgression tract lengths are
expected to decay since the initial hybridization, due
to recombination with native tracts, and we used
their distribution (Fig. 3c) to estimate the age of
hybridization [40]. However, this method has limita-
tions, including a potential bias in the empirical size
distribution due to the crypticity of small tracts and
the possibly unrealistic underlying model of instantan-
eous admixture [41, 42]. We therefore used a second
method, based on the size distribution of DNA tracts
identical by state (IBS) within and between species,
and tested models with multiple introgression pulses
[43]. The resulting estimates suggest that introgres-
sion likely occurred between the last glacial maximum
(24.3 thousand years ago (kya), based on IBS tracts;
Additional file 1: Table S3), and early Holocene (7
kya, considering the distribution of introgressed tract
lengths; Fig. 3c). Remarkably, mean inferred introgres-
sion tract lengths significantly increase towards the
Table 1 Mean population introgression proportions based on empirical inference and simulated datasets (using SPLATCHE2)
Parameters Introgression proportions (%) Max.a Sign.b
Set KG KT G M A Mean ALT SEV PAN CBR CRE VLP MAD VAL SOR NAV
Empirical
ELAI – – – – – 2.0 1.3 1.6 1.5 1.9 1.9 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.4 – –
Simulated
par1 1000 500 0.5 0.2 0.005 3.9 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.0 3.9 70 35
par2 1000 500 0.5 0.02 0.005 8.5 7.0 6.7 7.6 8.6 7.6 10.3 8.8 8.2 9.8 10.1 80 45
par3 1000 500 0.5 0.2 0.03 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 95 70
par4 1000 500 0.5 0.02 0.03 34.9 28.9 28.1 31.1 34.9 31.7 40.9 36.2 34.5 40.7 42.4 95 85
par5 10,000 5000 0.5 0.2 0.005 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 50 30
par6 10,000 5000 0.5 0.02 0.005 11.3 9.5 9.0 10.2 11.5 10.2 13.5 11.7 10.8 12.9 13.2 65 40
par7 10,000 5000 0.5 0.2 0.03 25.2 25.3 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.3 25.2 25.2 80 60
par8 10,000 5000 0.5 0.02 0.03 37.4 31.2 30.5 33.4 37.3 34.1 43.2 38.7 37.1 43.2 45.0 95 75
KG L. granatensis deme carrying capacity, KT L. timidus deme carrying capacity, G intrinsic growth rate (same for L. timidus and L. granatensis), M migration rates
between adjacent demes (same for L. timidus and L. granatensis), A bidirectional admixture. Population names are as in Fig. 1a and Additional file 1: Table S1.
aMaximum introgression frequency (across the 10 individuals) in percentage. bIntrogression frequency (in percentage) above which empirical introgression
frequencies are significantly higher than expected according to simulations
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north, with the distance to the presumed origin of
expansion (Spearman’s rank correlation test p value =
0.0027; Fig. 3b), suggesting that introgression is more
recent in the north.
Simulations of introgression during a range replacement
Patterns of genetic variation in L. granatensis, higher im-
pact of introgression towards the north (found here for the
nuclear genome and previously for mtDNA), and the
northward increase in introgression tract lengths are com-
patible with introgression occurring during a northward
range expansion of the species into the historical range of
L. timidus in northern Iberia. However, while mtDNA
introgression is strongly structured, being absent in south-
ern Iberia and reaching high frequencies in the north [29],
nuclear DNA introgression is generally rare (Fig. 4b) and
present all over the species range (Fig. 3a). In order to
appraise whether these apparently discordant patterns
could be generated by a single underlying demographic
model, we simulated this process using SPLATCHE2 [44].
L. granatensis was simulated to expand from south-western
Iberia 20 kya [31], and to replace L. timidus where it was
present in northern Iberia at the last glacial maximum, as
inferred from ecological niche modeling [45] (Fig. 4a). We
simulated the demographic process over the species range
and then the coalescent process to determine the propor-
tions of ancestry among 50,000 independent genomic re-
gions from each of ten individuals from the same
geographic locations as the ten real samples. We varied car-
rying capacity, intraspecific migration, and interspecific ad-
mixture rates and inferred the resulting proportions of
introgression in the ten simulated genomes. Introgression
proportions in the invading species are expected to increase
with higher carrying capacities, lower intraspecific migra-
tion, and higher admixture rates [18]. In keeping, we found
that low levels of introgression, with strong predominance
of markers with low introgression frequencies across the
sampled specimens comparable to the empirical estimates,
a b
c d
Fig. 2 Geographic partitioning of L. granatensis genetic variation. Principal component analysis of genetic variation in L. granatensis polarized by
a, b L. timidus (based on 40,902 independent SNPs) or c, d L. americanus (based on 40,961 independent SNPs). The coordinates of these
outgroups are out of the represented range along PC1, in the direction of the arrows, whose positions give their coordinates along PC2. The
percentage of variation explained by each axis is given in parentheses. The central and right panels show the correlations between PC1 and PC2
coordinates, respectively, and geographic distance to the southernmost sample. Dashed lines indicate linear regression trendlines. Population
names are as in Fig. 1a and Additional file 1: Table S1
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were retrieved with lower rates of admixture (Table 1; Fig.
4b). Conversely, extremely high average proportions of ad-
mixture were recovered with higher admixture rates, with
important shifts towards a predominance of markers with
intermediate frequencies of introgression across the ten
sampled individuals (Table 1; Fig. 4b). Lower intraspecific
migration rates accounted for northward gradients of intro-
gression prevalence, similar to the empirical inferences both
overall and considering separately the southern or northern
samples (Table 1; Fig. 5a).
In order to test whether the empirical geographic pat-
terns of mtDNA introgression could be recovered under
the same demographic model, we repeated the simula-
tions using the combination of parameter values that re-
covered geographical gradients of nuclear introgression
with the lowest overall proportion of introgression (par2;
Table 1). However, carrying capacity was adjusted to the
effective population size of mtDNA (1/4 of the nuclear
genome). Steep northward clines of increasing mtDNA
introgression were obtained when decreasing inter-deme
migration to a minimum (mimicking female philopatry)
and setting predominant gene flow from L. timidus to L.
granatensis (a consequence of predominant male-mediated
dispersal, implying that colonizers are predominantly
males) (Fig. 5b). In 30.4% of the simulations, we found a
significant and positive correlation between simulated and
empirical frequencies of mtDNA introgression per popula-
tion (Spearman’s rank correlation test p value < 0.05).
Furthermore, for each mtDNA simulation, we recorded
the difference in introgression frequency between northern
and southern samples and found that the empirical
measure (55.4%) lies within the simulated distribution
(Additional file 2: Figure S1). These results suggest that a
single demographic history of northern range expansion
with hybridization can reconcile contrasted patterns of
nuclear and cytoplasmic introgressions, after accounting
for the reduced effective population size of mtDNA, and
female philopatry/male-biased migration.
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Outlier high-frequency introgression
We were interested in detecting nuclear regions that
introgressed at high frequencies, since they could have
been driven by selection, eventually in relation to
mtDNA introgression. Most introgressions detected by
ELAI occur at low frequencies, with a majority found
only in one of the 20 haploid genomes sampled (Fig. 4b).
However, because ELAI was implemented to infer native
L. granatensis variation from the admixed population,
regions with high frequency introgression are expected
to remain undetected by the method. In order to identify
genome segments with extensive nuclear DNA intro-
gression, we therefore used RND (Relative Node Depth
[46]), which does not have this limitation. We estimated
the sequence divergence (Dxy) in sliding windows along
the nuclear genome between all pairs of statistically
phased haplotypes containing one from the focal species
(L. granatensis) and the other from the donor (L. timi-
dus), standardized by the average divergence to the out-
group (L. americanus), in order to control for mutation
rate variations. We then recorded the minimum of such
values in each window (RNDmin [47]). Regions of intro-
gression are expected to produce exceptionally low
RNDmin values, independently of the introgression fre-
quency [47]. Using the inferences from ELAI, we were
able to verify that phasing appeared correct in regions of
introgression, where linkage disequilibrium is enhanced,
and allowed recovering in-phase parental haplotypes
(not shown). We then used the ELAI results to predict
the power and false discovery rate (FDR) of the RNDmin
approach, focusing only on the range of relatively low
introgression frequencies, in which ELAI is expected to
have maximum efficiency. Using an RNDmin threshold
predicting an FDR of 10% resulted in a low estimated
power of RND for detecting introgression (16.9, 25.7, and
42.6% for 10, 20, and 50 kb RND windows, respectively;
Additional file 2: Figure S2). The distribution of
RND-inferred introgression frequencies across the ten L.
granatensis genomes was more skewed towards low
frequencies than with ELAI inferences (Additional file 2:
Figure S3a); however, the bulk of introgressed fragments at
very high frequencies were recovered (Additional file 2:
Figure S3b).
We then questioned whether such a high frequency
of introgression of a few markers could be generated
by the demographic range replacement process. Simu-
lations with low levels of admixture never recovered a
single marker introgressed at frequencies higher than
80% (par1–2, 5–6; Table 1). Focusing on parameter
combinations that maximize the probability of intro-
gression (par3–4, 7–8; Table 1), we conservatively
identified 80% as the frequency threshold above which
the empirical proportion of markers inferred as intro-
gressed is always higher than in 95% of the simulated
replicates per parameter set (Table 1). We found 139
genomic regions with outlier empirical introgression
frequencies (i.e., > 80%), which contained 123 genes
(Additional file 1: Table S4).
We then inspected the functions of these genes highly
introgressed from L. timidus into L. granatensis. A Gene
Ontology (GO) analysis revealed enrichment in several
biological processes, including positive regulation of
leukocyte-mediated immunity, macroautophagy, and
spermatogenesis (Additional file 1: Tables S5 and S6).
a b
Fig. 4 Simulations of the post-glacial invasive replacement of L. timidus by L. granatensis. a Distribution of demes simulated in SPLATCHE2
(squares) and making up the virtual Iberian Peninsula at the start of the simulated northward invasion of L. granatensis 20 kya, indicating the
distribution of L. timidus [45] and the origin of L. granatensis expansion [31]. The positions of the simulated genomes (black dots) mimic those of
the empirical samples (Fig. 1). b Empirical and simulated distributions of introgression frequencies for different parameter sets (average for each
of eight sets, par1–8; Table 1).
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Two genes showed dN/dS ratios above 1 in the diver-
gence to L. americanus (“E230025N22Rik” and HERC6),
and thus potentially evolved under positive selection in
hares. We found 309 non-synonymous variants between
L. americanus and L. timidus in 58 of these genes,
among which 30 were predicted to potentially affect pro-
tein function (Additional file 1: Table S7), according to
SIFT [48]. These included two of the spermatogenesis
genes (ALMS1 and NEK1) and two immune-related
genes (OPTN and MSH6), which were part of the
enriched GO terms.
Introgression of nuclear genes with mitochondrial
functions
We investigated in more detail patterns of introgression for
genes with known or potential mitochondrial functions
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(hereafter “mitonuc”). Such genes with high frequencies of
introgression, paralleling that for mtDNA, would be of par-
ticular interest, so we used here the results of the RND test,
more amenable to detect high frequency introgression. Of
the 1211 mitonuc genes reported in databases [49, 50],
1178 were covered by at least one RND window passing
our threshold of information content (see “Methods”).
Among the 3312 genes overlapping introgressed regions
(in at least one individual), 166 were mitonuc genes, which
does not reflect an enrichment (Pearson’s Chi-squared test
p value = 0.554). Introgression frequency of mitonuc genes
followed the general genomic pattern, being mostly rare
(Additional file 2: Figure S4). However, six mitonuc genes
(TYMP, TMLHE, L2HGDH, ATG5, SDHAF4, and
RARS2) were found introgressed at high frequencies (>
80%; Additional file 1: Table S8). Furthermore, 17 mitonuc
genes showed a pattern of introgression that resembles
that of mtDNA (absence of introgression in the ten south-
ern haploid genomes and at least 20% of introgression in
the ten northern ones) (Additional file 1: Table S9). For
these 23 genes, we inspected rates of synonymous to
non-synonymous substitutions and the impact of amino
acid replacements between the alleles of timidus and gran-
atensis (or americanus in the case of genes introgressed at
high frequencies). No dN/dS value above 1, which would
have indicated evolution under positive selection, was
found. There were 11 non-synonymous variants in four
genes, but only in two (SDHA4 and TMHLE) were these
variants predicted to potentially influence protein function
(Additional file 1: Table S10), according to SIFT.
Heterogeneity of introgression across the genome
The mean proportion of introgression across individuals
was significantly lower on the X chromosome (0.24%)
than on the autosomes according to the ELAI inferences
(2.04%; Mann-Whitney U test p value << 0.01; Fig. 6a).
The pattern was also observed using RND (Additional
file 2: Figure S5). Based on the chromosomal position of
informative SNPs, we examined variations along the
chromosomes of the prevalence of introgression, mea-
sured as the number of ELAI introgression segments
across all individuals overlapping a given SNP. We found
no correlation with the distance to the centromere
(Additional file 2: Figure S6). However, when separating
metacentric/submetacentric and telocentric/acrocentric/
subtelocentric chromosomes, such correlation was found
for the former but not the latter (Additional file 2: Fig-
ure S7a). Such a pattern is suggestive of a correlation
with distance to the chromosome center, which roughly
coincides with the centromere in the metacentric/sub-
metacentric chromosomes. Indeed, we confirmed that
introgression frequency increased significantly with dis-
tance to the chromosome center (Spearman’s rank cor-
relation test p value << 0.01, ρ = 0.74; Fig. 6b),
independently of the position of the centromere (Add-
itional file 2: Figure S7b). Using LDhat [51, 52], we esti-
mated the variations of population recombination rate
along the chromosomes and also found a significant
positive correlation with distance to the chromosome
center, though with a lower coefficient (Spearman’s rank
correlation test p value << 0.01, ρ = 0.14; Fig. 6c).
Discussion
A null demographic model explains geographic patterns
of nuclear introgression
A northward post-glacial expansion of L. granatensis
into a territory occupied by L. timidus, where
hybridization occurred, would leave distinctive traces in
a b c
Fig. 6 Variation of introgression prevalence along the genome. a Distribution of the proportion of introgression across individuals for autosomes
(Aut) and the X chromosome (X) (Mann-Whitney U test p = 0.00). b Correlation between prevalence of introgression (number of introgressed ELAI
segments overlapping a given position) and relative distance to the chromosome center (Spearman’s rank correlation p = 0.00). c. Correlation
between population recombination rate (ρ) and relative distance to chromosome center (Spearman’s rank correlation p = 0.00). Dashed line
indicates linear regression trendlines
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genomic variation. First, there should be traces of a
demographic expansion of L. granatensis, concomitant
with a contraction of L. timidus. Our PSMC analyses in-
deed suggest inversely related past demographic profiles
of the two species, expansion of one being contempor-
aneous with retraction of the other (Fig. 1c). The
method was unable to recover reliably demographic pro-
files at the presumed recent time of contact between the
two species. However, the demography of past Iberian
populations of L. timidus could not have been estimated
since the present-day samples used in the inference are
not descendants of populations from this region, which
are now extinct. Still, past demographic profiles strongly
favor contrasting demographic consequences for the
species, given their adaptation to distinct environments,
one temperate and the other boreal [53].
A second prediction of the invasion with replacement
model is a gradient of genetic variation, correlated with
distance to the origin of the range expansion. Our PCA
analysis revealed such a gradient independently of the
differentiation with L. timidus (Fig. 2), in keeping with
previous inferences of range expansion from southwest
Iberia. Third, we predict increased introgression in the
direction of the expansion, which we clearly confirmed
(Fig. 3a). Fourth, we predict that the age of introgression
corresponds to the last de-glaciation. We obtained dif-
ferent estimates depending on the method used (IBS
tract length distributions or average introgression tract
length; 24–7 kya) but they are compatible with
hybridization occurring at the end of the last glacial
period and possibly persisting towards the Holocene. In-
dependently of the absolute age of the introgression, the
invasion model would predict a gradient of introgression
age, from most ancient at the initial front of invasion to
more recent in more recently invaded territories. This
exactly matches the inferred gradient of northward in-
crease of average introgression tract sizes, longer tracts
reflecting more recent introgression (Fig. 3b).
By explicitly simulating the proposed invasion-replacement
model, we were able to reproduce the empirical patterns of
prevalence of introgression observed in our nuclear data (Fig.
4b and Table 1). Simulations resulted in low introgression
frequencies, with a strong bias towards rare introgression,
and a northward increase of introgression frequencies. Inter-
estingly, when dividing the profiles between the northern
and southern samples, empirical and simulated results strik-
ingly coincide, with a steep cline in the south and a shallower
transition in the north (Fig. 5a). In the simulated scenario,
the cline in the south can only be produced by diffusion of
introgressed variants from the region of hybridization into
the native range, whereas the northern cline is produced by
the invasion-hybridization process. Analyzing the same div-
ide for the introgression tract lengths, we found similar pro-
files, suggesting slow diffusion of introgression towards the
south and rapid, repeated hybridization during the northern
invasion (Additional file 2: Figure S8). These results also
strongly oppose a competing hypothesis that introgression
would have occurred across a static hybrid zone between the
two species in northern Iberia, with southward diffusion of
introgressed variants, because this should produce similar
gradients in the entire range.
The overall empirical proportion of nuclear introgres-
sion was lower than in the simulations, but this could be
due to the power to inventory all introgression tracts,
and also to hybrid incompatibilities (not accounted for
in the simulations) limiting introgression. Indeed, we
found non-random patterns of introgression along the
genome, suggesting the impediment of introgression by
selection. Introgression is significantly reduced for the X
chromosome compared to the autosomes (Fig. 6a),
which suggests a disproportionate effect of the X in the
establishment of reproductive isolation (large X effect
[54]), resulting in reduced X-linked introgression [14,
55–61]. We also found that introgression prevalence and
recombination rates increase from the center of the
chromosomes to their end (Fig. 6b, c). Such correlation
between introgression and chromosomal position, pos-
sibly linked to recombination [62], is typically observed
across a range of hybridizing taxa [63–67]. It could re-
sult from the existence of numerous incompatibility loci
spread along the genome, or from the consequences of
the expected higher density of deleterious mutations in
low recombining regions, which can be especially preva-
lent if the donor species has a higher genetic load than
the recipient one ([68] and references therein).
Though simplistic, our simulations capture in a reason-
ably realistic manner important characteristics of the dem-
ography of the species, a prominent source of stochastic
variation that is expected to affect the whole genome alike.
Hybridization during a range replacement appears to be
the major determinant of average geographic patterns of
variation of nuclear introgression in our system and estab-
lishes a null demographic framework within which dis-
cordant introgression patterns can be mined.
Mitochondrial DNA introgression conforms to the null
demographic model
Overall, our results are compatible with the
invasion-replacement hypothesis and the nuclear and
mitochondrial genomes share similar patterns of in-
creased introgression towards the north. However,
levels of nuclear introgression are much lower than
those found for mtDNA, and the northward gradient is
much shallower (Fig. 3b). We found that mimicking the
haploid nature and maternal transmission of mtDNA,
and female philopatry, we were able to reproduce these
empirical mtDNA introgression patterns (Fig. 5b).
These settings represent commonly invoked causes for
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preferential mtDNA introgression. First, the lower ef-
fective population size of mtDNA increases the prob-
ability for introgressed variants to reach high
frequencies occasionally. Second, lower intra-specific
migration resulting from female philopatry decreases the
probability that introgressed variants in the invasion front
are diluted by migration of native alleles from the parental
populations [18, 24]. Male hares, as commonly described
for many other mammals, tend to disperse farther than fe-
males [69, 70]. This causes interspecific crosses to occur
preferentially between L. timidus females and L. granaten-
sis males at the invasion front, and thus asymmetric
mtDNA introgression [71]. Such frequency-dependent fe-
male assortative mating would also explain the absence of
L. timidus introgression for the Y chromosome in L. gran-
atensis reported by Melo-Ferreira et al. [28] based on ex-
tensive sampling.
In a recent study, Bonnet et al. [72] simulated under a
multi-locus framework several demographic and selective
scenarios to test cytonuclear discordance in patterns of
introgression, including sex-related asymmetries, spatial
invasion-replacement, and selection either promoting
mtDNA introgression or impeding introgression at nu-
clear loci. They conclude that only positive selection on
mtDNA could produce its massive introgression with low
levels of nuclear gene flow. The apparent discordance with
the present work can nevertheless be explained by two
simple factors. First, Bonnet et al. [72] focused on global
introgression frequencies, not only at the invasion front.
mtDNA introgression in L. granatensis is predominant at
the invasion front (the north) but not over the species
range. Second, asymmetric gene flow was not considered
in a scenario of range invasion, and we show here that it is
required to reproduce the mtDNA pattern of introgres-
sion. Our results thus suggest that selection does not need
to be invoked to account for this type of cytonuclear
discordance, at least in our study species.
Consequences of mitochondrial DNA introgression
Our work suggests that the massive but geographically
limited mtDNA introgression from L. timidus into L.
granatensis may have been an accident of the demo-
graphic dynamics of a range replacement. mtDNA intro-
gression could therefore lead to incompatibilities of
heterospecific combinations of nuclear and mitochondrial
genes co-controlling a given phenotype. Cases of cytonuc-
lear incompatibilities have been reported in a variety of or-
ganisms, between closely related species [73, 74], or even
between populations of the same species [75–77], includ-
ing in hares [78]. There are theoretical reasons to predict
rapid cytonuclear coevolution. One is the rapid rate of
evolution of the animal mitochondrial genome and its re-
duced effective population size and absence of recombin-
ation [73, 79–81]. There is, however, no clear evidence for
the action of Muller’s Ratchet on the animal mitochon-
drial genome [73]. The other reason for rapid cytonuclear
coevolution is maternal mtDNA transmission and conse-
quent spread of neutral or beneficial mtDNA mutations
for females, even if harmful for males, which do not trans-
mit them to later generations (the mother’s curse [25,
82]). Such a phenomenon is expected to be counteracted
by compensatory mutations in nuclear genes, which are
transmitted by both sexes, thus causing rapid coevolution
of the two genomes.
Regarding nuclear genes reported to be involved in the
mitochondria (“mitonuc” genes), we found no significant
differences of pairwise species dN/dS compared to back-
ground genes (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p value > 0.05).
However, we identified six genes with high frequency
introgression (i.e., outliers in our most relaxed demo-
graphic model) and 17 with a geographic distribution of
introgression resembling that of mtDNA (in geographical
and frequency pattern). Two genes (TMLHE and SDHF4)
of the former category showed amino acid differences be-
tween the timidus and americanus or native granatensis
sequences, respectively, which were predicted to have a
strong functional impact, taking into account the conser-
vation levels of the residues at deep evolutionary scales.
SDHAF4 is essential for the assembly of succinate de-
hydrogenase (SDH; respiratory complex II), which partici-
pates in the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and in the
mitochondrial electron transport chain. This gene is also
possibly required to protect against ROS (reactive oxygen
species) toxicity, i.e., oxidative stress [83]. TMLHE is in-
volved in carnitine biosynthesis, an antioxidant that might
protect mitochondria from oxidative stress [84]. The con-
trol of oxidative stress is an important component of
many aspects of physiology and reproduction, and its dis-
ruption has been reported to occur in situations of
hybridization [74, 85, 86]. These genes are thus candidates
to have been affected by cytonuclear co-evolution during
and after the hybridization events. However, the functional
relevance of these differences must be addressed in future
functional assays.
It is striking that among our set of 123 genes with outly-
ing introgression frequencies, we found enrichment of
functions related to spermatogenesis, concerning seven
genes: ALMS1, ARID4B, SPATA6, SLC9C1, KIAA1109,
GMCL1, and NEK1. Proving selection-driven introgression
continues to be a major challenge [87], as introgression
alone may lead to patterns that can be interpreted as result-
ing from selection using population genetic statistics de-
signed to detect intraspecific selective sweeps (e.g.,
extended LD, shift in allele frequencies). However, these
genomic regions were shown here to introgress at higher
rates than our conservative neutral demographic expecta-
tions. These are compelling candidates for selection-driven
introgression, especially given the functions with possible
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impact on male fertility. The disruption of mtDNA and
nuclear DNA co-evolved combinations has been shown to
affect male fertility in several biological systems [75–77],
including in hares [78]. Studies evaluating the fertility of L.
granatensis males with distinct mitochondrial and nuclear
backgrounds would help to test this new hypothesis.
Adaptive introgression between the two species
Independently of mitochondrial introgression, we searched
for evidence of adaptive introgression in our system, in the
frame of our demographic model. Evidence of adaptive
introgression has now been suggested from the analyses of
genomic datasets in several animal species, for instance, in
humans [88], mice [14, 89, 90], butterflies [8, 91, 92], mos-
quitoes [57, 93, 94], or hares [15]. The interrogation of the
functions of 123 genes for which introgression frequencies
could not be predicted by our simulations (Fig. 4b and
Table 1) revealed, in addition to spermatogenesis, enrich-
ment in innate immune response functions. Adaptive
introgression of immune-related genes has been inferred,
for instance, in humans [4, 95–100], mosquitoes [101], the
Alpine Ibex [102], and house mice [103, 104]. Viral dis-
eases, such as rabbit hemorrhagic disease (RHDV) and
myxomatosis (Myxoma virus) for rabbits, and the Euro-
pean brown hare syndrome (EBHSV) for hares, strongly
affect the Iberian populations of lagomorphs. Variants of
these viruses are known to change host-specificity and
affect other species, such as RHDV2 that affects hares
[105, 106] or EBHSV that affects American rabbits (Sylvi-
lagus) [107]. Interestingly, one of the genes found here
introgressed at high frequencies; interleukin 12B (IL12B)
has been implicated in the inflammatory process and im-
mune response to RHDV and Myxoma virus in rabbits
[108], and to have adaptively introgressed from Neander-
thals to modern humans in Europe [4]. These inferences
thus strongly suggest that the invasion of new territories
with new pathogenic pressures may have been facilitated
by the incorporation of adapted genetic variants through
introgression.
Conclusions
Speciation research has traditionally focused on pro-
cesses leading to species divergence and isolation. In this
respect, our results are in line with several other studies,
i.e., reduced admixture of the X chromosome compared
to the autosomes. We were able to demonstrate the
genome-wide positive relationship between recombin-
ation and admixture without relying on the often used
but potentially misleading differentiation proxy [109].
Altogether, our results indicate that selection spread
over many genomic regions, and particularly on the X, is
preventing free admixture of the genomes of these spe-
cies, although as in many other systems the exact causes
of selection are unknown.
However, we were particularly focused on general evo-
lutionary mechanisms that promote admixture between
partially reproductively isolated species. We provide evi-
dence quantitatively evaluated by simulations that demo-
graphic processes accompanying invasive replacement of
one species by the other, with male-biased migration,
can determine introgression patterns genome-wide, in-
cluding strong cytonuclear discordance of admixture
levels. This provides an important general null frame-
work to interpret numerous instances of cytonuclear
introgression discordance (reviewed, e.g., by Toews and
Brelsford [20]).
Having set this framework, we could pinpoint out-
lier candidate genes for selection-driven introgression,
some of which have suggestive functions. For innate
immunity genes, adaptation to the environment is an
obvious cause of positive selection. For spermatogen-
esis genes, a role of genetic conflicts, thus having
nothing to do with the environment, can be sus-
pected. It cannot be excluded that the candidate
mitonuc genes are also involved in cytonuclear con-
flicts. Therefore, in all cases selection-driven intro-
gression could result from the consequences of
genetic conflicts, either between different species
(with parasites), or different parts of the same gen-
ome (cytoplasmic and nuclear). Genetic conflicts are
often invoked to explain the accumulation of inter-
specific incompatibilities (reviewed by Crespi and
Nosil [110]), but our results suggest they could also
create the conditions for extensive admixture. The
functional interpretations proposed here will have to
be tested by phenotypic assays. Progress in their val-
idation could also come from the analysis of repli-
cated cases of introgression—in the two other
situations of massive mtDNA introgression in Iberia,
with L. europaeus and L. castroviejoi.
Methods
Sampling, genomic DNA extraction, library construction,
and sequencing
We performed whole genome sequencing of ten Iber-
ian hares (L. granatensis) and three mountain hares
(L. timidus), the geographical origins of which are
shown in Fig. 1a, b, as well as one snowshoe hare (L.
americanus) (Additional file 1: Table S1). All speci-
mens were females and samples were donated from
hunting campaigns or collected from individuals
found dead. We used the JETquick Tissue DNA Spin
Kit (GENOMED) to extract genomic DNA from ear
or internal organ tissues that had been preserved in
RNAlater or ethanol. Illumina TruSeq DNA v2 gen-
omic libraries with inserts of 600 bp were prepared
for the 14 samples and pair-end sequenced (2 ×
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100bp) on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform at The
Genome Analysis Centre (TGAC, Norwich, now
Earlham Institute). We also used 30.7 Gb of further
sequence data previously generated for the same L.
americanus individual [111].
Data filtering, read mapping, genotype calling, and
iterative mapping
Raw sequence reads were filtered by removing the first
5 bp and adapters at the end of reads using Cutadapt
version 1.8 [112]. Low quality bases were removed using
Trimmomatic v0.33 [113] by trimming bases with a
quality score lower than 20 at the end of the reads and
using a sliding window of 4 bp for a minimum average
quality of 30. Reads shorter than 36 bp were discarded.
Trimmed reads were mapped to the rabbit reference
genome available from Ensembl (OryCun2.0, release 80)
using the BWA-MEM algorithm with default parameters
[114]. Correction of read pairing information and flags
and sorting of mapped reads by coordinates were per-
formed with Samtools v1.3 [115]. Soft clipped bases were
further removed using NGSutils version 0.5.7 [116].
Reads were then realigned around INDELs using the
Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK v3.2–2 [117, 118]). Fi-
nally, Picard Markduplicates (http://broadinstitute.githu-
b.io/picard/) was used to remove read duplicates.
Multi-sample SNP/genotype calling was carried out
using the algorithm implemented in Samtools v1.3 for
each species independently, requiring minimum base
and mapping qualities of 20. Species VCF files were then
merged and genotypes filtered using a minimum site
quality (QUAL) of 20, RMS minimum mapping quality
(MQ) of 20, minimum individual coverage (FMT/DP) of
8X, and maximum overall coverage (DP) of 430X. For
variable sites, a minimum genotype quality (FMT/GQ)
of 20 was required. All sites failing any of the filtering
criteria were coded as missing data. Furthermore, geno-
types closer than 10 bp from INDELs were excluded.
In order to improve mapping efficiency, we used the
first round of mapping and SNP calling to build a hare
pseudo-reference genome, by replacing each base in the
rabbit reference by that inferred in hares whenever the lat-
ter was found fixed for a state different from the rabbit
reference. We used the resulting pseudo-reference to redo
the mapping and SNP calling steps. Insertion-deletions
were not considered to build the pseudo-reference, so that
the rabbit genome coordinates were kept. This iterative
mapping procedure has been shown to improve mapping
efficiency when using a divergent reference genome [32,
119] (diverging by 5% in this case).
Haplotype phasing
We used SHAPEITv2.r837 [120] to perform read-aware
phasing, including both L. granatensis and L. timidus
specimens, as we were particularly interested in phasing
introgressed regions. Phase informative reads (PIRs), i.e.,
those that span at least two heterozygous sites and thus
help local phasing [121], were extracted from the indi-
vidual bam files, and phasing was performed using only
bi-allelic sites with no more than two individuals with
missing information. We ran SHAPEIT for each
chromosome using a window size of 0.5 Mb (as recom-
mended in the manual) with a MCMC run of 50 main
iterations, with ten burn-in and ten pruning iterations.
We specified an effective population size of 100,000, fol-
lowing the estimates derived in the present paper and by
Melo-Ferreira et al. [34] and a recombination rate of
1 cM/Mb, as inferred for rabbits [122].
Estimate of mutation rate
We estimated mutation rate (μ) based on the sequence
divergence between L. americanus and rabbit assuming μ
=DXY/(2TD + 4Ne) [123], where DXY [124] is the distance
between hares and rabbits averaged across autosomes, TD
is the time of divergence (11.8 million years, following Mat-
thee et al. [125]), and Ne the ancestral effective population
size. We assumed a generation time of 2 years [126] and an
ancestral effective population size of 1,000,000.
Inference of introgression—Efficient Local Ancestry
Inference (ELAI)
In order to infer genomic segments of L. timidus origin
introgressed in L. granatensis we used the Efficient Local
Ancestry Inference (ELAI) method [38]. This method
implements a two-layer HMM (hidden Markov model)
to infer local ancestry of admixed individuals without
prior definition of window sizes, by looking at two layers
of linkage-disequilibrium—within and among defined
groups. It returns at each variable position in the gen-
ome the most likely proportions of ancestries (true
values being expected to take values 0, 1, or 2 in
two-way admixture). We ran ELAI on the unphased
dataset and two population samples: L. granatensis de-
fined as the admixed population, and L. timidus defined
as one of the donors in the admixture. We did not have
a pure L. granatensis population and therefore let ELAI
infer this second ancestry from the data of the admixed
population. We set the number of upper-layer groups to
2, representing L. timidus and L. granatensis, and that of
lower-layer clusters to 10 (five times the number of
upper-layer clusters, as recommended). We performed
three different expectation maximization (EM) runs of
20 steps with mixture generation values of 5000, 10,000,
and 20,000 and different random seeds. ELAI results
were averaged over the three independent runs. Sites
with a proportion of L. timidus ancestry between 0.8 and
1.8 were considered heterozygous for introgression and
those with values over 1.8 homozygous for introgression.
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For each individual, introgression fragments where de-
fined as consecutive sites defined as introgressed accord-
ing to the above criteria.
To evaluate the power to detect introgression using
ELAI we artificially introgressed random portions of
chromosome 1 from L. timidus into L. granatensis using
our phased data. Several introgression fragment sizes—10,
30, and 50 kb—were used. For each introgression tract
length, we artificially “introgressed” 200 non-overlapping
sequence tracts taken from one L. timidus haplotype
(from the Alps), replacing the orthologous tract in a ran-
domly chosen L. granatensis haplotype. The “introgressed”
fragments had a minimum of 100 informative sites and
did not span the centromere. Five artificially introgressed
datasets were generated for each fragment length (i.e.,
1000 fragments per length) and ELAI was run as de-
scribed above for the real data. We expressed the power
of ELAI to detect introgression for each fragment length
as the proportion of artificially introgressed fragments for
which the average ancestry of informative SNPs within the
fragment was at least 0.8.
Dating introgression
To infer the age of introgression we used an approach
based on identical by state (IBS) tracts of DNA shared
within and between populations [43]. We used the
phased dataset for the ten L. granatensis individuals
and the two L. timidus individuals sampled in the Alps
to minimize potential effects of substructure within our
geographically widespread L. timidus sample (Fig. 1b).
Only sites segregating in this subset were considered.
Furthermore, sites with missing genotypes in L. timidus
or more than 40% missing genotypes in L. granatensis
were removed. We generated sets of IBS tracts shared
within L. granatensis, within L. timidus, and between
the species for the 21 autosomes. We excluded regions
of low SNP density (centromeric regions, regions with
more than 10,000 consecutive ‘N’ bases in the reference
genome, or regions between SNPs that are 5000 bp or
more apart) in order to avoid erroneously inferring
large IBS tracts that span these regions. IBS tracts
shared between haplotypes from the same species are
informative about the species demographic history
while IBS tracts shared between species are informative
about their divergence times and the fraction and tim-
ing of past genetic exchanges. We inferred demo-
graphic parameters under several demographic models,
considering one or four pulses of introgression, and ei-
ther constant or variable population size (Additional
file 1: Table S3). IBS tract length distributions within
species and between species were computed and jointly
fit to the observed data. In order to improve computa-
tion time and numeric stability, we binned the IBS tract
length data by computing the expected abundance of
tracts between (3/2)n and (3/2)n + 1 bp. We further ex-
cluded IBS tracts shorter than 300 bp (following Liu et
al. [127]) or 10,000 bp since longer tracts are presum-
ably more informative regarding introgression time
[43].
We also estimated introgression time from the distribu-
tion of introgression tract lengths, as inferred with ELAI
for the ten L. granatensis genomes, assuming that the dis-
tribution is exponential with mean 1/rt, where t is the
number of generations since the admixture event and r is
the recombination rate per base pair [40]. We considered
a generation time of 2 years and used estimates of recom-
bination rate in rabbits (r = 1.0 × 10− 8) [122].
Long-term demographic profiling of the species
We inferred the long-term demographic histories of L.
granatensis and L. timidus with the Pairwise Sequentially
Markovian Coalescent (PSMC) method [39], applied to
the diploid genome sequence of each individual. Individ-
uals’ diploid consensus sequences were generated for
each autosome with Samtools v1.3 mpileup, requiring
minimum base and mapping qualities of 20, and cover-
age between 8 and 50X. Generation time was set to
2 years and the mutation rate (μ) to 2.8 × 10− 9 substitu-
tions/site/generation, estimated as described above. The
atomic time intervals were set to 4 + 50*2 + 2 + 4, mean-
ing that the first parameter spans the first four atomic
intervals, each of the next 50 parameters spans two
atomic intervals, while the last two parameters span two
and four atomic intervals, respectively.
Principal component analysis
We explored population structure in L. granatensis using
principal component analysis (PCA), as implemented in
PLINK 1.9 [128, 129], based on a subsample of bi-allelic
SNPs at least 50 kb apart and without missing genotypes.
The PCA analysis was performed on L. granatensis together
with either a L. timidus or a L. americanus individual.
Spatially explicit coalescent simulations of demographic
expansion and introgression
Using the spatially explicit coalescent simulator
SPLATCHE2 [44], we simulated the presumed history of
the interaction between L. timidus and L. granatensis. The
Iberian Peninsula was subdivided in demes of 50 × 50 km,
and L. granatensis was simulated to expand from a deme
located in southwest Portugal [31] 20,000 years ago, pro-
gressively replacing the resident L. timidus in the northern
half of Iberia. The range of L. timidus in the Northern
demes was determined based on a minimum probability
of presence of 0.8 at the last glacial maximum, as pre-
dicted by ecological niche modeling [45]. All simulations
were performed using a density-independent competition
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model (model 6) in two layers (as used in Currat et al.
[18]), corresponding to the two species, and implied the
complete replacement of L. timidus by L. granatensis at
the time of sampling. Admixture between layers was
allowed in co-occupied demes. As in Currat et al. [18], the
intrinsic growth rate was set to a fixed value (0.5) and dif-
ferent carrying capacities, migration rates, and admixture
rates were tested, totaling eight combinations of param-
eter values. Two values of deme carrying capacity (K) of L.
granatensis were considered, K = 1000 and K = 10,000.
The first corresponds to an inferred effective population
size of ~ 100,000 (this work and Melo-Ferreira et al. [34])
divided by the ~ 200 demes in our grid covering species
distribution. The second value of K used increases by ten
times the estimates of effective population size to evaluate
the influence of this parameter on proportions of intro-
gression. During the replacement, the carrying capacity of
L. timidus was considered half of that for L. granatensis.
Two migration rates between adjacent demes were
tested—M= 0.02 and M= 0.2—and bidirectional admix-
ture at two distinct rates was assumed—gamma = 0.005
and gamma = 0.03. Larger carrying capacities and admix-
ture rates and lower migration rates were expected to re-
sult in higher levels of introgression [18]. We simulated
100 replicates of genomic introgression (forward demo-
graphic and backwards coalescent simulations) per set of
parameter values, each corresponding to 50,000 independ-
ent markers. We recorded the proportion of introgressed
loci for each of ten L. granatensis simulated individuals,
located in demes corresponding to the geographical loca-
tions of the empirical samples.
To evaluate the expected mitochondrial DNA introgres-
sion patterns under these simulated demographic scenar-
ios, we also simulated mitochondrial introgression under
the same conditions, but modifying some of the parame-
ters to fit the specific ploidy and transmission characteris-
tics of this genome. We reduced the carrying capacity (K)
to ¼ of that of the nuclear genome (250 and 125 for L.
granatensis and L. timidus, respectively). We also set
inter-deme migration to the minimum (M= 0.005) to
mimic female philopatry. Gene flow was set to be predom-
inant from L. timidus into L. granatensis (A = 0.025 from
L. timidus to L. granatensis and 0.001 in the other direc-
tion) to mimic the consequences of male-mediated migra-
tion during the northward colonization of L. granatensis.
An intrinsic growth rate of 0.5 was maintained. We simu-
lated 10,000 replicates for each of the other parameter sets
with only one marker per simulation, sampling 20 individ-
uals per locality. The frequency of introgression was
recorded per locality per simulation replicate.
Inference of outlier regions of introgression
In order to detect genomic regions with high frequencies
of introgression, we could not use ELAI because we did
not have a pure L. granatensis reference population. We
therefore analyzed variations of the relative node depth
(RND) [46] along the genome. Using mvftools [130] and
custom R scripts, we calculated RND from the phased
data on non-overlapping windows of 10, 20, or 50 kb,
with at least 50 informative sites. We calculated for each
L. granatensis haplotype its average nucleotide diver-
gence (Dxy) [124] to all L. timidus haplotypes, which we
divided by the divergence between L. timidus and L.
americanus in order to standardize for potential varia-
tions of mutation rates across windows.
Introgression events (whatever the introgression fre-
quency) are expected to produce exceptionally low
RNDmin values (minimum RND value among haplo-
types in each window [47]), but defining thresholds
based on empirical distributions can be arbitrary. There-
fore, we used ELAI inferences as reference to perform
power and false discovery rate (FDR) analyses of the
RNDmin method. This analysis was restricted to intro-
gression frequencies in the range that could be detected
by ELAI (maximum 65%). RND windows only partially
overlapping ELAI segments were not considered. On
this basis, we estimated the FDR and power of the detec-
tion of introgression by RND as a function of the
RNDmin threshold. A threshold predicting a FDR of
10% was used (Additional file 2: Figure S2).
Regions of the genome with outlier high frequencies
of introgression were defined based on the simulated
demographic scenario using SPLATCHE2. For each
parameter set, we recorded the minimum frequency of
introgression at which at least 95% of the simulation
replicates suggest a lower proportion of introgressed
markers than was inferred in the empirical dataset (for
all three RND window lengths). We conservatively
chose the highest threshold among our eight simulated
sets of parameters to define outlier regions of introgres-
sion frequency in the empirical data.
GO enrichment analyses
We tested for functional enrichment of genes with
high introgression frequencies (combining the
evidence from the three RND window lengths) using
the g:Profiler R package [131, 132]. Categories with
less than five genes were excluded and the
Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple testing
was applied. Only genes within or overlapping RND
windows with more than 50 informative sites in any
of the three RND window length analyses were
considered for the background list of genes. We used
both the rabbit GO term annotation and the more
complete mouse one. For the latter, only one-to-one
rabbit to mouse orthologous genes were considered.
GO terms were summarized using REVIGO [133].
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Analyses of nuclear genes with mitochondrial functions
We generated a list of nuclear genes with mitochondrial
functions (mitonuc genes) by combining two public data-
bases: InterMitoBase [49] and MitoCarta2.0 [50]. These
databases provide lists of human annotated genes encod-
ing proteins that are present in the mitochondria. We
identified rabbit orthologous genes using the Ensembl Bio-
mart query tool [134]. Of the 708 human annotated nuclear
genes in InterMitoBase, 615 were found annotated in the
rabbit, while 1030 genes from the 1147 nuclear genes from
Mitocarta2.0 were annotated in the rabbit genome. The
union of the two databases resulted in 1210 mitonuc rabbit
annotated genes. We further added one OXPHOS gene
(NDUFA4L2) that was missing from both databases.
From the sets of mitonuc genes, we verified those
showing a geographic introgression pattern mimicking
that of mtDNA: i) absence of introgression in southern
individuals (no mtDNA introgression is found in the
south) [21, 30]; ii) at least two introgressed haplotypes in
the five northernmost samples. This is the expected fre-
quency if introgression frequencies at these genes were
at least as high as those documented for mtDNA in the
northern populations [45] (Additional file 2: Figure S9).
For each gene, the window with the highest total
frequency of introgression was retained.
Gene variation statistics and functional impact of amino
acid differences
We produced species pairwise alignments (between L.
timidus and L. granatensis and L. timidus and L. ameri-
canus) from the phased genomes for all rabbit annotated
genes (19,280). For each gene, we obtained the exon coor-
dinates of the largest transcript from the Ensembl Biomart
query tool. We excluded from the alignments sites with
more than two alleles. Alignments including SNPs with al-
lele frequencies markedly deviating from Hardy-Weinberg
proportions in either L. timidus or L. granatensis (exact
test p value < 0.01; using Plink 1.9) were discarded, as it
may result from the inclusion of paralogs. Sequences with
more than 50% missing data were removed from the
alignments. Furthermore, haplotypes in L. granatensis
inferred to be of L. timidus origin were excluded from the
L. granatensis alignment. Sites with less than four haplo-
types with information in either L. timidus or L. granaten-
sis or with no information in L. americanus were masked
with Ns. Finally, alignments with less than 100 codons or
with premature stop codons were removed. We estimated
dN and dS (Jukes-Cantor; rates of non-synonymous and
synonymous substitutions, respectively) using the Bioperl
DNAStatistics module (available in http://search.cpan.org/
dist/BioPerl/Bio/Align/DNAStatistics.pm) and dN/dS was
calculated as the average of dN/dS pairwise estimates.
In order to examine the potential functional impact
of amino acid differences, we used the SIFT Aligned
Sequences tool implemented in SIFT v1.03 [48] (avail-
able at http://sift.jcvi.org). This method assumes that
amino acid changes occurring in a given lineage at po-
sitions otherwise conserved at a deeper phylogenetic
scale likely affect protein function. Alignments of
chordate orthologous sequences for candidate genes
with amino acid changes were obtained from the Egg-
NOG 4.5.1 database [135] and aligned to our Lepus
translated sequences using MUSCLE v3.8.31 [136].
Functional changes were assumed for normalized prob-
abilities of tolerated change ≤ 0.05.
Relationship between chromosome position and
introgression
We tested the correlation of introgression and recombin-
ation with position along the chromosomes, expressed ei-
ther by the relative distance to the centromere or to the
chromosome center. The population-scaled recombination
rate coefficient (ρ) was estimated along the L. granatensis
genome using the reversible-jump MCMC algorithm
interval implemented in LDhat v2.2 [51, 52]. The method
fits a uniform recombination rate over a region from pat-
terns of linkage disequilibrium across genotypes. We se-
lected only variable sites without missing information with
VCFtools v0.1.15 [137] to create LDhat input files. We cal-
culated ρ along the chromosomes in segments of up to
2000 variable sites, as recommended for the method. The
interval algorithm was run for 1,000,000 iterations, sam-
pling every 5000 iterations, discarding the first 10% as
burn-in. We specified a block penalty of 5 in all analyses.
We then attributed to each SNP the ρ value of the LDhat
fragment in which it was included. Introgression preva-
lence at a given SNP position in the genome was measured
as the number of ELAI introgressed fragments across indi-
viduals overlapping that SNP. The relative distance of a
SNP to either the centromere or the chromosome center
was calculated by dividing the distance to this reference
point (in base pairs) by the length of the chromosome arm
or chromosome length, respectively.
To ensure independence, we subsampled SNPs that
were at least 50 kb apart. Rabbit chromosomes 1 and 2
were excluded given their known structural differences be-
tween rabbits and hares (both are split in hares [33]).
Chromosomes were classified as metacentric, submeta-
centric, subtelocentric, acrocentric, and telocentric
according to arm ratio estimates [138], based either on
karyotype measurements of the long and short arms (see
[139]) or sequence lengths of the two arms in the rabbit
reference genome (Additional file 1: Table S11). When an-
alyzed separately based on centromere position, only
chromosomes with consistent classification following
these criteria were considered. Spearman’s rank correl-
ation was used to test the correlation between prevalence
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of introgression and recombination with relative distance
to the centromere or to the chromosome center. In the
first case, SNPs were grouped by bins of distance and the
prevalence of introgression re-calculated as the sum of
introgression frequencies across SNPs within a bin, while
in the latter the correlation was tested with all subsampled
SNPs.
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